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Disruption & Higher Education: 
A long and tangled relationship 

&
How To Be An Effective Educator
In An Increasingly Digital World 



‘True wisdom comes to each of us when 
we realize how little we understand 
about life, ourselves, and the world 
around us.’

- Socrates
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“Once adopted into the production process of capital, 
the means of labour passes through different 
metamorphoses, whose culmination is the machine, or 
rather, an automatic system of machinery. The workers 
themselves are cast merely as its conscious linkages.”

- Karl Marx, 1848



AI capabilities are becoming daily headlines:

OpenAI’s new multitalented AI 
writes, translates, and slanders

Amazon quietly rolling out robots in its 
warehouses that pack orders and replace jobs



Probability  Occupation

99% Data Entry Keyers
99% Library Technicians
99% New Accounts Clerks
99% Photographic Process Workers & Processing Machine Operators
99% Tax Preparers
99% Cargo and Freight Agents
99% Watch Repairers
99% Insurance Underwriters
99% Mathematical Technicians
99% Sewers, Hand
99% Title Examiners, Abstractors, and Searchers
99% Telemarketers

How likely is your job to be computerised?

There are over 260 other job types with an 98% - 80% chance of being fully or partly
Automated within the next 10-15 years…
Source: McKinsey Global Institute



Source: Dr. Rose Phillips, USB BS



The pace of 

innovation may be 

(will be!?) faster than 

the ability of workers 

to reskill. 

Workers will be 

outpaced by AI and 

automation before 

they can reskill. 

How to address this? 
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So, with all of this 

automation 

ahead, what is the 

future of work and 

how much will it 

affect the worker 

of tomorrow?



BPEA Conference 2018 

Is automation labor-displacing? Productivity growth, employment, and the labour share

David Autor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Anna Salomons, Utrecht University

‘Automation—whether measured by Total Factor Productivity growth or instrumented by foreign patent 
flows or robot adoption—has not been employment-displacing, it has reduced labor’s share in value-
added

The study assesses evidence for labor displacement, which equates to productivity-enhancing 
technological advances that reduce labor’s share of aggregate output.’

The wagebill—that is, the product of hours of work and wages per hour—rises less rapidly than does 
value-added. 



BPEA Conference 2018 

Is automation labour-displacing? Productivity growth, employment, and the labour share
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Automatic Teller Machines…

Bank Teller 
Positions and 

Upskilling



‘Access to 
technology 
doesn't equal 
success on its 
own….’





Facilitated and guided in the 
right environment digital 
communities of learning:  
“can seek common ground, 
explain their ideas and 
understand each others 
points of view and all of 
these process are associated 
with successful collaborative 
problem solving”

(Chi, 2009; Dillenbourg and Traum, 2006) 



Brain Science is improving everyday…

We know that effective learning in the 
brain involves three stages:

ENCODING

STORAGE

RETRIEVAL

(Melina Uncapher – Institute for Applied Neuroscience) 

Practicing to lay down strong 
memories…

…within the Hippocampus…

…so that they can be easily 
retrieved & applied



By linking practice to a range of 
sense engaging activities makes 
for stronger, positive memories 
which in turn fosters greater 
recall and ultimately, greater 
performance.

Meaning

Kinesthetics

Sounds

Sights

Things that makes these signals stronger will be encoded better
ATTENTION, MEANING, SOCIAL RELEVANCE



Don’t forget..

When learning is easy – its soon 
forgotten…

When learning is challenging – it 
creates more durable memories

STRONGER MEMORIES
creates…

STRONGER RECALL

Practice, Practice, Practice – Through a blend of digital & non digital mediums



Educational Technology Adoption Strategy:

Commit to and implement educational technology adoption that is:

Adaptable Responsive High Quality



Educators need to experiment with & embrace the flipped 
learning experience….

Image: Uni. Of Texas at Austin



…and experiment with new modes of instruction and resource usage

Image: Uni. Of Texas at Austin

Supplemental Model

Replacement Model

Emporium Model



‘Blended is 

the new

Black’

Image: whatfix.com



Educator skills and 
capability to facilitate and 

impart skills in the 
technology dominated 

space has to be prioritised 
at every level..

Image: JISC

Individually



Educator skills and 
capability to facilitate and 

impart skills in the 
technology dominated 

space has to be prioritised 
at every level..

Image: IMS Global

Collectively



Educator skills and 
capability to facilitate and 

impart skills in the 
technology dominated 

space has to be prioritised 
at every level..

Institutionally



..and those are the established trends. What's around the corner?
Established ideas but with a new spin through technology.

Personalisation

Concept Mastery

Demonstrated Competency

T Shaped Skill Sets
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Thank You

Myles Thies
Director of Digital Learning Services

Eiffel Corp
myles@eiffelcorp.co.za

mailto:myles@eiffelcorp.co.za
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Digital teaching and learning skills, aligned to UNESCO

Week A

Fundamentals of 
Digital Teaching:

• Introduction to Digital 
Teaching 

• Assessment & 
Feedback

• Web and Video 
Conferencing

Designing Exemplary 
Online Courses:

• Personalised Learning

• Exemplary Online 
Course Design

• Designing for the 
Mobile User

Week CWeek B

Digital Teaching & 
Learning in Practice:

• Creating e-Learning 
Content

• Facilitating Group 
Work Online

• Assignments, Tests 
and Rubrics

ICT in 

Education
The program  is aligned with UNESCO 
ICT-CFT Standards
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Aligned to South African standards for local recognition as well…

Achieved: April 2018

SAQA US: 117871
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Digital Teaching  & Learning Series Fundamentals Programme is 
technology agnostic
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The DTLS training programme – what's been said..

Instructor's extensive experience with both 
theory and application was evident.
Independent Institute of Education

Enjoyed being part of the initiative, and to me 
it meant a lot as I have learned so much..
University of Johannesburg

Many lecturers have limited knowledge of the 
current Learner Management System (LMS), 
Blackboard. 

This series will provide lecturers with 
knowledge of eTeaching and the ability to 
function fully online on the LMS. 

It will also make our current face-to-face 
programmes and modules more digitally 
integrated and give our students a richer 
learning experience
University of Johannesburg
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Reference Institutions: 2018





Part 1: Trends & Challenges (10 mins)



FANATICAL 
ABOUT 
LEARNING


